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“To call Natalie MacMaster the most
dynamic performer in Celtic music
today is high praise, but it still
doesn’t get at just how remarkable
a concert artist this Cape Breton
Island fiddler has become.”
– The Boston Herald

The Muse

From the Editor

This has been a month of milestones, to say the least. First, we exceeded all
of last year’s website hits by a wide margin. With four more issues to go before
the end of the year we should have one healthy readership for 2013.
Secondly, we exceeded 9,000 ‘likes’ on Facebook, again by a wide margin.
Our weekly reach often exceeds 30-35,000 people, there.
Third, all past issues of Celtic Guide are now available through Amazon.com. These are
sold at Amazon’s cost, and quite often they run a sale, so it is a very good deal for our readers
who want a hard copy for their bookshelves.
Fourth, we have an interview with perhaps the greatest Celtic performer of our time, and a
film review on one of the best documentaries to come out of the troubles of Northern Ireland,
in this, our first “Muse” or artistically themed issue. The idea went over very well and we
may try this again sometime.
Next month’s issue will be themed Halloween/Samhain and we expect to see some good
articles on “things that go bump in the night” as well as Celtic rituals and celebrations. Last
year’s October issue was very popular and we expect this year’s will be, too.
Once again, thanks to all . . . writers and readers alike. This is YOUR magazine, we just
handle the grunt work. And it’s FREE!!!
celticguide@gmail.com
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Good
Stuff!
from a Cape Breton Fiddler
by James McQuiston

We kick off this issue of Celtic Guide with
the story of a woman who has entertained tens
of thousands of Celtic music lovers across the
world, making a simple fiddle sing as though
it had some kind of bewitched creature inside,
struggling to get out . . . a fiddler who can
bring you to tears, or make you want to dance
the jig, though you were a Sunday preacher all
wound up for a funeral prayer. She makes that
instrument sound like a mother’s voice saying
something over and over again, if only we could
understand it. And then, without a spoken word,
we DO understand, as her music hits the bottom
of our Celtic hearts and souls.

Natalie was kind enough to answer some
questions for us in our fifth Celtic Guide
interview. We’ll let her do most of the talking -

She is Natalie MacMaster, who originally
hails from Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia,
home to some of the most complex Celtic music
ever created, which is luckily being passed down
from one generation to the next.
Her accolades include being called “the most
dynamic performer in Celtic music today,” by
the Boston Herald. Having seen her in concert
twice I would have to agree. She also must be in
the running for best Celtic fiddler in the world,
too, as her complex, dead-on style, coupled with
dance steps and special surprises along the way,
make her show one not to miss for anyone who
enjoys life and music and wonder.

CG: Having visited Cape Breton myself I
imagine it would be hard not to be influenced by
its wonderful music. I’m wondering if you’ve
had a special muse or inspiration that has driven
you to become such a remarkable musician and
performer?

Yes, she is that good!

CG: Hello and welcome to the pages of Celtic
Guide magazine.
NM: Thank you!
CG: Do you remember the first time you
picked up a fiddle and wanted to play?
NM: I actually was nine and a half years
old. I was given a fiddle by a relative of mine
and I knew, that day, I would always play.

NM: An Inspiration? Yeah, I know I was
inspired very much by my uncle Buddy
MacMaster, a wonderful Cape Breton fiddler.
My style I think most reflects his sound. I
spent the most time listening to him, not only
on cassette tape but also live. Because he’s
my uncle, I heard him perform a lot.
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Our family functions always included him
playing fiddle. I’ve had some other influences,
too. Eileen Ivers was a big influence on my
style and Michael Conner as well. I heard
them more in my teenage years so I was
inspired by them later on.

CG: Your musical arrangements often
seem very complex, with abrupt changes and
surprises for the audience. Is this something you
collaborate on with others, or does your band
just follow your lead?

NM: We spend a lot of time arranging. I
CG: Do you think your ancestors played a usually come to the band with some ideas and
role in your choice to play fiddle, in any way?
we try them out, and I also come with tunes,
but we definitely let it flourish into what it
NM: Three of my grandparents were will become. I’m not really rigid about most
deceased before I was born. Did they have a things and so I’m just very open to having
role? Well, I’m a spiritual person, so I believe them treat the music in their own unique
in prayer. I think they maybe hoped that the way. Usually that’s the best way. Some great
traditions would continue and I think the ideas are born out of that.
foundation that they built, through their own
lives and their own love of music, was very
CG: What would you say is the most
solid and passed on through the generations . rewarding honor you have ever received because
. . so I picked up on it that way.
of your talent?
CG: What role has The Celtic Music
NM: I’ve been involved with the Grammys
Interpretive Center or the Gaelic College, at and was nominated for one, then a couple of
St. Ann’s, played in you absorbing the Celtic years ago Yo Yo Ma won a Grammy for a
culture?
project that I was on. I’ve won a couple Juno
awards and several other musical awards, so
NM: For me, the St. Ann’s Gaelic College I am familiar with the whole process of that.
– we lived on the other side of the island Probably the ‘Order of Canada’ would be
and so I was actually only there once for the greatest honor I have received. They call
some lessons that I think lasted two weeks it the highest civilian honor. I received that
- but it’s a wonderful part of Cape Breton, maybe five years ago.
keeping the traditions alive, though it’s not
something I grew up with. In regard to the
CG: I know that you smile quite often during
Interpretive Center, it was only built after I your performance, but I think I have seen you
left Cape Breton. I moved up here to Ontario wipe away a tear after a song one time and I
eleven years ago after I got married. So I wonder how much of your performance is
didn’t grow up with The Celtic Music Center driven by emotion?
in my life. But they are wonderful places and
I can’t say enough good about them.
NM: Oh my gosh, I hear that comment so
often. As sweet as it sounds, its always sweat.
CG: Do you speak Gaelic?
I’m wiping away sweat.
NM: Chan eil. That means ‘no’ in Gaelic.
CG: Oh my gosh!
My mother spoke it until she was five or six,
then she went to school where she learned
NM: It wasn’t a tear, it was sweat. I hear
English. My father never spoke it.
that so often. No, I hear that a lot. Perhaps I
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shouldn’t say anything. But what it is, when
you get to playing, and it always happens on
a slow tune for me, usually I try to set my
slow pieces up really nicely, so that people are
really ready for a slow piece, so I’ve usually
played three or four fast ones, possibly with
dancing before. By time I stop and stand
in one spot, I sense the sweat just dripping
down my face, during that slow piece so I
am always wiping it away. It was a tender
moment, but . . .
To answer your question, I do very much get
into my music. I have lots of tender moments
on stage. Normally I am concentrating very
hard on making the music sound beautiful
which requires a lot of focus on the actual
instrument and on your technical ability. So
you don’t let your mind go free to wander. I
need to be methodical about everything, and
that’s so I can produce a beautiful product
for the audience. I need to focus myself and
how I’m holding the bow, my fingering, and
getting in tune, and feeling the music in
such a way that I’m directed as to make soft
notes or loud notes or put a little stop in the
movement. That all requires technical ability
so you have to feel it enough to decide what
you’re going to do, then you have to focus
enough so that you can pull it off.
Now there are times - a couple weekends
ago I played in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and
I was playing outside on a ski hill, and it was
just beautiful, and everybody’s there and the
sky was so blue, and there were perfect white
clouds hanging in the sky and the grass was
green, green, green. There was a slight breeze
blowing and the trees were there standing
straight and tall, and, you know, here’s this
beautiful ‘air’ that I was playing, the sound
just filling up that air. I just loved it there.
At times my mind strays to the moment
where I’m at and how beautiful and great
the world is. It’s always beautiful feelings of
thankfulness and just grateful that I’m able
to do what I do.

CG: That leads into my next question. I was
wondering if, during a complex tune, do you
ever find yourself thinking about something
else unrelated to the music – for instance your
family, or home, or your next performance?
NM: Oh, absolutely. Usually it’s my family,
and it’s God’s creation. Those are usually
the things that trigger me – and just being
thankful that I have them. I think about that
specifically and I think about the beauty of
the earth and the trees, and how much God .
. . I don’t mean to be getting spiritual . . . I’m
just telling you . . . I think about how much
God loves me, you know? I’m thinking about
how much He loves everyone I’m looking at.
I had a bishop friend of mine who passed
away last year. He was a fiddler and he was
from Prince Edward Island and he used to
say, “Where there’s fiddle music there’s joy
and where there’s joy there’s no room for
the devil.” He used to say that in kind of a
light-hearted way but I think of it so often,
when I’m standing on stage and playing
and everyone is focused and listening, in
that moment, and I’m surrounded by God’s
creation, I think to myself, you know what,
this is unity, this is people who are motivated
and inspired and positive. We’re all feeling
that together. And that’s what we mean to
create, and it’s all joy, and there is no room
for sadness, and if there is sadness – you know
somebody lost a loved one or something – it’s
always a hopeful sadness, that sweet sorrow
that tears are brought on by, which inspires
them, somehow, to love more . . . to appreciate
more.
CG: Which do you enjoy more – performing
in front of a live audience, recording in a studio,
or sitting around as a music session on Cape
Breton?
NM: You know everything’s good. Too
much of any one thing you get tired of. I
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love the variety. I love playing at square
dances at home, I love house parties. I love
the performance stage and that stage could
come in the form of a small community hall
for 200 people, or the Hollywood Bowl for
10,000 people.
I’ve done acting things where I acted on
different musical projects I’ve done in the
past, or shooting videos, or hosting award
shows, or being on Sesame Street. There’s
been so many crazy, wild different things. I
love it all because of the variety.
I like doing symphony shows. I only do
maybe ten of them a year so they’re always
exciting.
You know variety’s the spice of life for
sure.
CG: Is there something special you’d like
your fans and the readers of Celtic Guide to
know about you and your music?

NM: You know this Cape Breton music
comes from Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia,
and I’m a Cape Breton fiddler. I always used
to think to myself “that’s all I do, that’s the
only style I play” and I always thought it
might be nice to expand my abilities and get
into jazz and get into other stuff, classical or
whatever. Now I’m realizing, as time goes
on, it has actually been the reason for any
successes that I’ve had, the specific style that
I do, and it’s been a big reason for my whole
career. Now I very much have a different
attitude about being really, I guess, authentic
in one area. I think that translates to people.
I know that translates to people.
CG: I want to thank you so much for granting
us this interview and of course to wish your
family well.
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NM: Good Stuff!! Thanks a lot . . .

by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

MacIntyre
The name of Robert Burns is famed
throughout the world, and amply celebrated for
over two centuries, but how many of us have
heard of his Highland counterpart, the Gaelicspeaking contemporary whom Burns credited
to be his superior in verse, and a continual
inspiration? To delve further, we’ll need to
begin in the distant past of the clan which bore
him, whose motto of “Per Ardua” (through
difficulties) is certainly well deserved.
In 1140, the only man standing between
renowned warlord Somerled and domination
of the Western Isles, was his rival, Olav
the Red, Norse King of Man. Strategically,
Somerled sought to wed the king’s daughter,
Ragnilda; Olav, however, insisted on denying
him her troth. Enter Murdo MacNeill
– a landless Ulster prince turned
shipwright, who was both Olav’s
foster brother and Somerled’s nephew.
MacNeill convinced his uncle that he
knew a way to win him his bride, as
he had Olav’s fraternal trust, and with
Somerled’s blessing, he put his plan
into motion. Under cover of night,
Murdo sabotaged Olav’s galley where
it lay beached among the isles, by
boring holes just above its waterline,
then filling them with tallow, beeswax
and sawdust; the next day, workman’s
satchel in hand, he joined Olav’s crew.
After casting off, they met heavy seas,
the tallow mortar washed away, and
the vessel began taking water, at which
point Murdo vowed to save all aboard
if Olav would pledge Ragnilda’s hand
to Somerled. The pact was hastily

sworn, and while Olav’s men bailed furiously,
Murdo hammered wooden plugs into the leaks,
stopping the inflow of water and rescuing the
crew. At the wedding that followed, Somerled
proclaimed that Henceforth, all descendents
of his nephew would be known as “the sons of
the wright” (in Gaelic: mac Intyr), and would
be awarded lands in the region of Sleat, on the
Isle of Skye, there to bear arms, gather kin and
followers, and establish the chiefly line of a new
clan.
Generations later, under heavy predation
by Viking raiders, the MacIntyres migrated
from the Isles of Skye, and Mull, to the Argyll
mainland, where a wise woman warned them to
settle only where a white cow laid down to rest,
that being the one cow left them by the Norse
pillagers, due to her color camouflaging her
in a fresh snowfall. That cow, already in calf,
chose well, the place being the rich, fertile vale
of Glen Noe (popularly spelt Glenoe), nestled
between the sheltering height of Ben Cruachan
and the eastern shore of Loch Etive. There the
Clan prospered, with their herds of white cattle,
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MacIntyre Tartan and Shield

as evidenced by an old axiom once known
throughout the Highlands: “An apple tree at
Loch Etivehead, and MacIntyre of Glenoe, are
the two oldest farmers in Scotland”.
By the close of the 1200’s, the MacIntyres had
become foresters to the Lords of Lorn, duties they
held ‘til the 16th century, through the passing of
Lorn’s lordship from the MacDougalls, to the
Stewarts, and lastly to the Campbells. It was in
this capacity that the Clan came into continual
conflict with the encroaching Camerons,
who soon learned to dread the MacIntyres’
legendary prowess with the longbow. Over
time, the ranks of these stalwart rangers grew to
found the cadet houses of Camus na h’Erie, and
Stranmore, in the 14th and late 15th centuries.
In 1513, Archibald MacIntyre, nephew of Clan
chief Malcolm, and 1st Heir of the House of
Stranmore, joined the Scottish army under King
James IV, narrowly surviving their cataclysmic
defeat by the English at the Battle of Flodden,
from whence he brought home the body of his
captain, the 2nd Duke of Argyll, to the grieving
Campbells at Inverary.
Elsewhere, the MacIntyres in Rannoch
became hereditary pipers to the Menzies of
Weem, while another branch filled that same post

to the MacDonalds; in the vicinity of Claidich, a
colony of MacIntyres became widely celebrated
as expert weavers, and are generally believed
to have invented the diamond-overlay pattern
known as “argyll”. It was in this same era, likely
during the 1620’s, that the MacIntyres of Glenoe
took in a migrant family destined to become their
only adopted sept - the MacCoiseams – whose
members not only fortified the vale’s roster, but
delivered to the Clan a whole new resource of
skill: gunsmithing . . . and practically overnight,
the Sons of the Shipwright became that much
more formidable!
During Scotland’s civil wars, the Duke of
Argyll and his Campbell Earls led the Covenanter
Faction, opposed by the MacDonalds, with the
Campbell lands in Argyllshire ravaged and
torched as a result. But by order of Alasdair
“Colkitto” MacDonald, the Royalist enforcers
spared the crofts in Glenoe, as he insisted that
the MacIntyres were kin to the MacDonalds. In
gratitude, many of the Clan joined Colkitto’s
army, including the chief’s piper. Yet the chief
himself, Duncan, fought loyally beside his Earl
at Inverlochy, where the Campbells were routed
by Montrose, and many MacIntyres narrowly
avoided crossing swords with their own kin!
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Campbell of Argyll lost half his army in the
battle; his nephew, Colin, badly wounded, was
carried to Glenoe by his brother-in-law, Duncan,
who then hid him from the MacDonalds, in one
of the same houses that Colkitto had earlier
spared.
In 1672, the Campbell Earl of Glenorchy hired
a troop of MacIntyres to help his tacksmen seize
land in Caithness, which had been ruled forfeit
for a debt owed by the Sinclairs holding it. The
courage and marksmanship of those MacIntyre
archers and musketmen were critical in saving
the Campbell deputies from being slaughtered
by the Sinclairs’ feared cavalry, who were more
than a little shocked to be struck so lethal a
blow by so small a force. Oddly, the victory
was tarnished for the homebound Argyllmen, in
having defeated men who wore trews, instead
of kilts, which to their estimation was a point
of ridicule; still, for years thereafter, Hebridean
balladeers sang of how the MacIntyre bows and
muskets had “cut down the trousered foes” like
“barley at harvest”.
Twenty years later, though, such fraternity
was shattered when a regiment of Campbells
massacred the MacDonalds of Glencoe. The
few survivors fled down through the snowy
mountain pass known as the Devil’s Staircase
to their nearest neighbors, the MacIntyres of
Glenoe and the Stewarts of Appin, who granted
them refuge, rescued other fugitives, halted the
Campbell pursuers, and sent word of the killings
to district authorities. Though no connection can
be traced, it was in this decade that chroniclers of
politics at the French Court noted the presence
of several Jacobite “engagers” who bore the
name of MacIntyre .
Famed among native poets was Duncan Ban
MacIntyre, nicknamed “Fair Duncan of the
Songs” by kith and kin, and hailed by historians
as “the Robert Burns of the Highlands”. Born in
Glenorchy in 1724, he worked from youth as a
shepherd, gamekeeper and gillie, and was jailed
in 1750 for his verses denouncing the Acts of
Proscription, in particular for a poem translated

as “Anathema of the Breeches”, decrying the
English law against the wearing of kilts. Years
later, he shocked readers with rhymes about
the cruelty of the early Clearances, and the
impotence of the House of Hanover, making
him again a frequent guest of district jailers.
More than once, Burns himself wrote letters
urging clemency for him, and one bailiff was
quoted as having said, in Duncan’s defense:
“He is, after all, a Makinteire, of that hermitish
Band of heathens, far knowne for flaunting of
Popery, and disregard of Law.”
In his fifties, the poet moved to Edinburgh,
secured a post with the City Guard, and retired
on a modest pension therefrom in 1806, dying
in poor means six years later. Sir Walter Scott
opined that some of his best literary training
emerged from efforts to translate Duncan Ban’s
lesser works from Gaelic, with some success.
In addition to Duncan Ban’s memorial in the
old churchyard at Greyfriars Abbey, a soaring
granite monument, over 40’ tall, was erected in
tribute to this “Bard of the Lochs” in 1859, paid
for entirely by public donation, and may still
be visited, on the Old Military Road between
Inverary and Dalmally, not too many miles from
Ardchattan Priory, wherein many of the earliest
MacIntyre chiefs were lain to rest in elaborately
carved stone vaults.
The majority of Duncan Ban’s work
received earnest attention during his lifetime,
but arguably the verse best remembered, and
perhaps most widely circulated, was a simple
couplet transcribed into English by an Oban
clergyman in 1751: “Through fire, flood and
slaughter, We ever pledge three things, Our
hearts to the pipes, our tithe to the Pope, And
our swords to the Stuart kings!” One can easily
imagine the reaction of red-coated authorities
when those sentiments were heard!
Quite a different noteworthy during the early
Georgian reign was one Salomon MacIntyre, the
son of a quarrier from Bonawe, who, in 1725,
quit work as a fisherman, leased a beachside
cottage near Machrahanish, and began using
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a built-over sailing skow to freight livestock
between the ports of Ayrshire, northwestern
Wales, and County Antrim. After he retired
from mercantile sailing in 1746, and moved
his growing family to a farm in the Welsh
town of Corwen, gossip began circulating that
Salomon had supplemented his maritime work
by smuggling guns and powder to Charlie’s
Jacobite rebels, though no proof was ever
found. Under the surname of Wright, two of his
sons settled in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
in 1764, after three years aboard a whaler out
of Dundee.
The Rising of ’45 was more tragic for most
of the Clan, though; when Charles Edward
Stuart raised his standard at Glenfinnan, James
of Glenoe, the current chief, would have
summoned his retainers and joined him, but
for pressure from his Campbell wife and inlaws; he compromised by declaring neutrality
for himself and his clan. Despite this, several
dozen clansmen left on their own, most under
the command of John, 10th Heir of Camus na
h’Erie, to fight for the Jacobite cause; it’s worth
note that when the Bonnie Prince’s army entered
Edinburgh, his pipers were playing the “The
MacIntyre March”.
After John’s death from wounds at the Battle
of Falkirk, the MacIntyre rebels rallied to the
banner of their Stewart allies in the Appin
Regiment, fighting with valor in the front lines
at Derby. Come that April day on Culloden
Moor, the Appins massed under Lord Murray,
but only a few MacIntyres would survive the
melee as hunted fugitives, most having been
slain, or taken prisoner, to be executed at
Carlisle Castle alongside their MacDonald kin,
their Stewart neighbors, even their old rivals,
the Camerons. Among the alleged Jacobite
sympathizers transported to Antigua for convict
labor in 1747 were two women named Ann and
Mary MacIntyre; such examples of extreme
prejudice motivated many of the Clan to alter
their surname to the English translations of
“Wright”, “Joyner” or “Carpenter”.

Though the MacIntyres originally held their
lands “by right of sword” (in Gaelic coin a
glaive), they had, over the centuries, acquired
feudal obligations to the Campbells. The yearly
lease of Glenoe had been, for over 200 years,
largely symbolic - a snowball from Cruachan’s
summit at Summer Solstice, and a fatted white
calf at Yule - until, in the wake of Culloden,
the Campbell Earl of Breadalbane, likely citing
the Clan’s broken neutrality pledge, pressured
James of Glenoe into an annual debt of cash
rent, which increased every year. Donald, the
next chief to follow, found himself unable to
pay, and emigrated to the U.S. in 1783, leaving
his brother Duncan to manage the Clan’s
estates. Watching more of his kin leave every
year for New England and Atlantic Canada,
Duncan struggled on until 1806, when he, too,
reluctantly, left the glen for America.
Since then, the chiefly line honors their
Highland origins in the U.S., preserving the
armorial great seal, signet ring and quaffing cup.
In 1991, after the element of a snowball was
moved from atop the crest’s dirk to the breast
of the Chief’s red eagle, the Lord Lyon King
of Arms, Scotland’s final authority on heraldry,
approved James Wallace MacIntyre’s submission
of arms - and, at long last, a MacIntyre took his
rightful seat on the Standing Council of Scottish
Chiefs, where one still serves today.
Through difficulties, indeed, they have
persevered!
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This material is just a sampling of one of
the 60 clan names and legends appearing
in the upcoming book -

by Cass and Deborah Wright

Follow future issues of Celtic Guide for
further information about publication
details. . . . and thank you for joining us
at the hearth !
- DW

Women of the Sea
Muses of the Ages

by Carolyn Emerick
Buffalo, NY, USA

Mermaids, sirens, selkies, water nymphs –
female mythological figures of the sea were a
source of both inspiration and fear for seagoing
men over hundreds of years. Perhaps they
represented the allure of the open sea, the way
it beckoned to those young men who left life at
home behind.
The sea is a giver of life, and taking to
the sea could be a road to prosperity during
periods when times were tough. Yet the sea is a
dangerous place and every sea voyage could end
in peril. Likewise, there are stories of beautiful
sirens singing an irresistible song, or mermaids
promising romantic bliss to a naïve sailor. In
many of these stories if the sailor succumbed to
her call, he was dragged to the bottom of the sea
and drowned!

Selkie, by Carolyn Emerick, 2013

Mermaid of Zennor, by John Weguelin, c. 1900

Sometimes the story was reversed and the
watery woman was the victim. Hans Christian
Andersen reimagined the mermaid legend. His
mermaid wanted nothing but to live on dry land
with her handsome prince. But when he married
another she was doomed to dissolve into sea
foam. Selkie legends also involve a woman
from the sea transforming to live on dry land.
Scottish and Norse folklore are rife with stories
of seal-women who shed their seal skin to
reveal a beautiful human body. If a man is able
to find her seal skin and hide it, the selkie will
be trapped on land and forced to be his wife.
Only if she can find her hidden seal coat will she
be able to return to the sea.
– 11 –

These mythological women of the sea have
inspired folk tales, ballads, art, poetry, short
stories, novels, and modern films. They appear
in ancient works such as Homer’s Odyssey
and continue to be featured in various forms of
artistic representation through the ages right up
to today. Here is just a sampling of some of the
poems and ballads written about these watery
spirits. To follow more of Carolyn’s writing:
carolynemerick.hubpages.com/
O, train me not, sweet mermaid, with thy note,
To drown me in thy sister’s flood of tears.
Sing, siren, for thyself, and I will dote;
Spread o’er the silver waves thy golden hairs,
And as a bed I’ll take them and there lie,
And in that glorious supposition think
He gains by death that hath such means to die;
Let Love, being light, be drowned if she sink!
- William Shakespeare, Comedy of Errors
Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes:
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell
Burthen Ding-dong
Hark! now I hear them,--Ding-dong, bell.
- William Shakespeare, The Tempest

The Siren, by John William Waterhouse

I have heard the mermaids singing,
each to each.
I do not think that they will sing to me.
I have seen them riding seaward on the waves
Combing the white hair
of the waves blown back
When the wind blows the water and back.
We have lingered in the chambers of the sea
By sea-girls wreathed
with seaweed red and brown
Till human voices wake us, and we drown.
- T.S. Eliot, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock”

A mermaid found a swimming lad,
Picked him for her own,
Pressed her body to his body,
Laughed; and plunging down
Forgot in cruel happiness
That even lovers drown.
		
- W.B. Yeats
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Little Mermaid Saves Prince, by Edmund Dulac
for Hans Christian Anderson

Long, long had he lov’d her-long vainly essay’d
To lure from her dwelling the coy ocean maid;
And long had he wander’d and watch’d by the tide,
To claim the fair spirit O’Sullivan’s bride.
The maiden she gazed on the creature of earth,
Whose voice in her breast to a feeling gave birth
Then smiled; and, abashed as a maiden might be,
Looking down, gently sank to her home in the sea.
Though gentle that smile, as the moonlight above,
O’Sullivan felt ‘twas the dawning of
And hope came on hope, spreading over his mind,
Like the eddy of circles her wake left behind.
The lord of Dunkerron he plunged in the waves,
And sought through the fierce
rush of waters, their caves;
The gloom of whose depth studded over with spars,
Had the glitter of midnight when lit up by stars.
Who can tell or can fancy the treasures that sleep
Intombed in the wonderful womb of the deep?
The pearls and the gems, as if valueless thrown
To lie ‘mid the sea-wrack concealed and unknown.

Arthur Rackham Clerk Colvill and the
Mermaid for British Ballads

THE LORD OF DUNKERRON
– A Scottish Ballad

The lord of Dunkerron – O’Sullivan More,
Why seeks he at midnight the sea-beaten shore ?
His bark lies in haven, his hounds are asleep;
No foes are abroad on the land or the deep.
Yet nightly the lord of Dunkerron is known
On the wild shore to watch and to wander alone;
For a beautiful spirit of ocean, ‘tis said,
The lord of Dunkerron would win to his bed.
When, by moonlight, the waters
were hush’d to repose,
That beautiful spirit of ocean arose;
Her hair, full of lustre, just floated and fell
O’er her bosom, that heav’d
with a billowy swell.

Down, down went the maid still the chieftain pursued;
Who flies must be followed
ere, she can be wooed.
Untempted by treasures, unawed by alarms,
The maiden at length he has clasped in his arms!
They rose from the deep
by a smooth-spreading strand,
Whence beauty and verdure stretched over the land.
‘Twas’ an isle of enchantment!
and lightly the breeze,
With a musical murmur,
just crept through the trees.’
The haze-woven shroud of that newly born aisle
Softly faded away, from a magical pile,
A palace of crystal, whose bright-beamin sheen
Had the tints of the rainbow-red, yellow, and green.
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And grottoes, fantastic in hue and in form,
Were there, as flung up –
the wild sport of the storm
Yet all was so cloudless, so lovely, and calm,
It seemed but a region of sunshine and balm.
‘Here, here shall we dwell in a dream of delight,
Where the glories of earth and of ocean unite!
Yet, loved son of earth! I must from thee away;
There are laws which e’en spirits
are bound to obey!
‘
Once more must I visit the chief of my race,
His sanction to gain ere I meet thy embrace.
In a moment I dive to the chambers beneath:
One cause can detain me - one only - ‘tis death!’
They parted in sorrow, with vows true and fond;
The language of promise had nothing beyond.
His soul all on fire, with anxiety burns:
The moment is gone - but no maiden returns.
What sounds from the deep meet his terrified ear What accents of rage and of grief does he hear?
What sees he? what change
has come over the flood –
What tinges its green with a jetty of blood ?
Can he doubt what he gush
of warm blood would explain?
That she sought the consent
of her monarch in vain!
For see all around him, in white foam and froth,
The waves of the ocean boil up in their wroth!

Mermaid, illustration by Edmund Frederick

TO UNDINE

by Friedrich de la Motte Fouque

Undine! thou fair and lovely sprite,
Since first from out an ancient lay
I saw gleam forth thy fitful light,
How hast thou sung my cares away!
How hast thou nestled next my heart,
And gently offered to impart
Thy sorrows to my listening ear,
Like a half-shy, half-trusting child,
The while my lute, in wood-notes wild,
Thine accents echoed far and near!
Then many a youth I won to muse
With love on thy mysterious ways,
With many a fair one to peruse
The legend of thy wondrous days.

The palace of crystal has melted in air,
And the dies of the rainbow no longer are there;
The grottoes with vapour and clouds are o’ercast,
The sunshine is darkness-the vision has past!

And now both dame and youth would fain
List to my tale yet once again;
Nay, sweet Undine, be not afraid!
Enter their halls with footsteps light,
Greet courteously each noble knight,
But fondly every German maid.

Loud, loud was the call of his serfs for their chief;
They sought him with accents of wailing and grief:
He heard, and lie struggled –
a wave to the shore,
Exhausted and faint bears O’Sullivan More!”

And should they ask concerning me,
Oh, say, “He is a cavalier,
Who truly serves and valiantly,
In tourney and festivity,
With lute and sword, each lady fair!”
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The Art of

story and artwork
by Christy Nicholas

Motherhood
West Virginia, USA

EDITOR’S NOTE: Christy Nicholas, is also
known as Green Dragon. She does many things,
including digital art, beaded jewelry, writing
and photography. In real life she is a CPA, but
having grown up with art around her (her mother,
grandmother and great-grandmother are/were
all artists), it sort of infected her, as it were. She
loves to draw and to create things. Sometimes
this sharing requires explanation – and thus she
also writes. Her extraordinary creative efforts
can be found on her website at –
www.greendragonartist.com

Who is the perfect mother? She is a creator
of life, certainly. She is someone with the
bounty of the earth, a nurturer, a care-giver, a
mentor. There are many examples of these in
mythologies throughout the world. Hathor and
Isis in Ancient Egypt are the center of many
mother myths. Pachamama for the Incas, before
the Catholics transmuted her into the Virgin
Mary, was matron. The Madonna in Christianity
is well known for her nurturing, and is often
entreated for such. Demeter was the Harvest
Goddess for the Greeks, while the primordial
Gaia was the very earth that gave all life. In
Celtic myths, Danu was the mother of the Gods,
and the Tuatha dé Danann were, literally, the
people of Danu. The protective power of the
mother in Hinduism is shown in Durga.
It seems like every culture in history may
have had some sort of mother goddess, and why
not?
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The mystery of the
creation of life is still
u n s o l v e d b y modern
s c i e n c e . W h i le we
understand the mechanics
of it, the actual creation
of the spark of life is still
bathed in mists of ignorance
and guesswork.
Mysteries have always
had the power to intrigue,
to titillate. In addition,
every person and every
creature has a mother. It
is a universally shared
experience, even if she
has passed beyond the
veil before we are aware of her. She gave us
My own life is currently filled with the
everything. Why shouldn’t we honor her, thoughts of motherhood – as a 44-year old
worship her power, and beg for her blessings?
trying to get pregnant, it is an almost frantic
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urge to procreate
before it is too
late to fulfill
this ideal. I am
finally in a place
in my spiritual
and
maturity
path where I feel
that I could be
an
acceptable
mother, if not an
ideal one. But I
am worried, of
course, I waited
too long. I feel
that my mission
in this life may
not be completed
without giving
this gift to
another.
Many people
choose not to
be mothers, and more cannot, for some reason
or another, physically have a child – but these
people can be mothers to others along their path.
They can mentor, nurture, or help others along
their own rocky paths. It has been in helping
others with their crises that I have found my
own strength.
Perhaps that is a secret to motherhood – in
helping others, you help yourself. It’s not a
new concept, it certainly isn’t unique. Another
archetype of our time knew it well, and preached
it often – Mother Theresa.
I believe that striving for such an ideal can
not only be helpful for others on your path, but
can help yourself in a very real, spiritual way.
You can help in many ways – donate items to
the needy, help in the soup kitchen, mentor a
young artist, give someone crash space when
they are in a transition, offer your wise counsel,
be a shoulder to cry on.
If more people did more of this, perhaps our
world would, in turn, heal a little, just a little.
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by James McQuiston
Pennsylvania, USA

The Irish Beatle

The Irish Beatle is not a species well-known
to the general public, and this is partly because
the artistic expressions of Paul McCartney
and John Lennon (concerning the troubles in
Northern Ireland) were hushed up, and in fact
McCartney’s “Give Ireland Back to the Irish”
was banned in the UK, though it still managed
to make it to the number 16 spot, there.
Paul’s heritage traced back to Ireland, with
his ancestor James McCartney being born a
Catholic in Ireland, and his maternal grandfather
Owen Mohin, also being born a Catholic in
County Monaghan, Ireland.
The McCartneys were a sept of the Scottish
clan Mackintosh that settled in UIster in the
early 1600’s. Paul’s father was raised Anglican
in Liverpool, while his mother remained a
devout Catholic.
John Lennon’s father was Alfred Lennon, a
merchant seaman of Irish descent, whose family
had come to Liverpool, England, in earlier
generations, as many Irish sailors had done.
In 1972, Lennon, outraged by the Bogside
Massacre and the Bloody Sunday event at
Londonderry, Northern Ireland, wrote a song
called ‘Sunday Bloody Sunday’ – a title
borrowed 11 years later by the Irish band U2.
In Lennon’s version he sings – “Well, it’s
always Bloody Sunday in the concentration
camps. Keep Falls Road (the main road through
west Belfast in Northern Ireland) free forever
from the bloody English hands. Repatriate to
Britain, all of you who call it home. Leave Ireland
to the Irish, not for London or for Rome.”
In McCartney’s banned song ‘Give Ireland
Back to the Irish,” he sings –

Great Britain You Are Tremendous
And Nobody Knows Like Me
But Really What Are You Doin’
In The Land Across The Sea?

Tell Me How Would You Like It
If On Your Way To Work
You Were Stopped By Irish Soldiers Would You Lie Down? Do Nothing?
Would You Give In, or Go Berserk?
Give Ireland Back To The Irish
Don’t Make Them Have To Take It Away
Give Ireland Back To The Irish
Make Ireland Irish Today
Unfortunately, the situation is not that simple.
The so-called Scotch-Irish, many families of
whom are as pure bred Gaelic as the Irish, have
lived in Northern Ireland for nearly 500 years.
The official “Plantation of Ireland” began around
1607, but as early as the mid 1500s Scots were
invited into this land to escape trouble in their
own, or to work as mercenaries. Even before
that, as early as the 1300s, the Gallowglass
Scottish/Viking warriors were invited into
Northern Ireland, often marrying Irish women.
It has been a melting pot for centuries and
the only thing that makes it sometimes not work
is fundamentalists on either side refusing to
compromise. Instead of celebrating a thousand
or more years of similar bloodlines, and history,
art and music, extremists on both sides seem not
to hesitate to stir things up. One thing an Irishman
will fight and die for is freedom. Sadly, at times,
the concept of freedom becomes jumbled, and
mixed with revenge, intolerance, and a narrow
view of history and the future. John and Paul
wished better for Ireland.
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by Piotr Kronenberger

Part THREE

Poland

EDITOR’S NOTE: Piotr or Peter
Kronenberger comes to us from Poland. He
has studied the Eastern European origins of
Celtic tribes and has been a student of this
race for most of his life. His perspective is
unique and we are happy to present the third
of several columns he will be providing to the
Celtic Guide over the next few months.

The mutual dream of Caesar and Caligula was
finally realized by the latter’s uncle, Emperor
Claudius – one of the more level-headed Roman
leaders, in my opinion.
He opened up the “stale” Roman Senate to
representatives from Spain, Greece, Britain and
Gaul, hoping to ally the conquered tribes even
more firmly with Rome.
Immortalized in two novels from the 1930’s:
I, Claudius and Claudius the God (by English
writer Robert Graves), and also in the 1976
BBC TV series based upon those books.
Furthermore, ‘Boski Klaudiusz’ (Claudius the
God) is the title of a poem, penned by acclaimed
Polish poet Zbigniew Herbert, in honor of the
Roman Emperor.
In the year 43 A.D., the new governor
of Britain, Aulus Plautius, was a successful
military commander. It was due to his four-year
efforts that Claudius gained the title: Conqueror
of Britain.
Another Imperial favorite and British
governor (in 59-61 A.D.) was Gaius Suetonius
Paulinus. It was during his time that the Empire’s

reach in the region extended to the Irish Sea.
Upon landing in Britain, Suetonius proceeded
through the forest slowly at first. There could
be a trap waiting behind every bush, and all the
trees seemed to be watching the invaders. My
brothers did all they could to hinder the Roman
advance.
The Romans heard shouts and saw smoke
rising in the distance. A human sacrifice was
underway. Suetonius and his men had spilled
their share of blood, and were no scaredy-cats.
Yet according to Claudius’ historian Tacitus,
they did have shivers while walking through
Celtic territory...
The third man of importance in this campaign
was the future Emperor Vespasian, best known
for building the Colosseum. He subdued
Western Britain, while Suetonius took care of
the southeastern tribes. But you just can’t keep
a good Celt down!
The Iceni Queen Boudica really gave the
Roman military a run for their money in the
rebellion of 60-61 A.D.
Suetonius, however, at last got the upper
hand. Feeling humiliated, Boudica committed
suicide. One of Enya’s songs (‘Boadicea’) is
dedicated to this charismatic woman.
Anglesey, a small island off the northern coast
of Wales, was known in ancient times as Mona.
Mona was a border-zone between this world and
the next, and a centuries-old Druidical school –
A spiritual end of the known world (as opposed
to the geographical one, which was Ireland).
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As such, Anglesey was immediately targeted
Despite heavy losses, the Empire won. The
by the Roman troops, and they reached it after mysterious and magical (albeit controversial),
a forceful march. Tacitus’ description of what 1000-year-old culture of the Druids came to a
they saw is indeed otherworldly…
violent end.
The participants of that long-ago battle are
A big lake, surrounded by hills and
not forgotten, though. In 1940 / 1941, during the
covered by fog. An isle occupied by a large
creation of the RAF Air Base on Anglesey, many
Celtic crowd of all ages. Grey-haired Druids
Celtic and Roman corpses were discovered
and chieftains with painted faces. Women
lying in the marshes.
with barred teeth (and breasts). The Romans
To Be Continued…
stand awestruck, heedless of the insults and
curses coming toward them from across
the Menai Straits. Finally, strict discipline
took over. Suetonius’ soldiers marched on
Mona, beginning what can only be termed
a bloodbath. In the space of 24 hours, every
Celt present was slaughtered, many Roman
legionaries also never returned home. It’s
said that the local rivers ran red for weeks
The movie ‘Half Light’, starring Demi Moore,
featured this Anglesey lighthouse on Llanddwyn Island.
afterwards…
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by Victoria Roberts
Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Wicked, wicked muse!
Yep, that’s what I call her.
She’s the nagging voice inside my head that
wakes me up at all hours of the night and won’t
let me rest until I do what she wants. The crazy
thing is…she’s usually right.
For as long as I can remember, I’ve always had
a strong passion for the arts. As a young child,
I took dance lessons, tap and jazz, until I was
seventeen years old. I even had the opportunity
in high school to dance with the performing arts
at Point Park College. That’s pretty much when
I realized I stepped into an episode of Fame
and there was no way I could compete with the
Leroy Johnson’s of the world. So I hung up the
dance shoes and simply enjoyed watching. But
that nagging feeling wouldn’t cease. Something
was missing, and no matter what I did I couldn’t
satisfy the craving. My muse was calling me,
but I couldn’t hear her.

Guitar World magazine has ranked Ace Frehley,
from the band Kiss, as the 14th Greatest Metal
Guitarist of All Time.

I swapped my love for dance for a passion
for music. I’ve played the electric guitar for
about seventeen years. And not just any guitar,
a custom ‘Ace Frehley Les Paul’ with a kickin’
Marshall amp. (Can you hear me grunting like
Tim, the Tool Man, Taylor?)
I was pretty much the talk of the town every
time I walked into the local guitar shop. Being
the ONLY female in a store full of men…But
I’ll tell you what. Those musicians respected
that I shared their calling.
One would think that after seventeen years of
being blissfully happy the muse would finally be
satisfied. Little did I realize she was just getting
started.
A co-worker of mine constantly had her nose
in a book, romance novels to be precise. In
fact, she even walked while she read. So I did
what any normal friend would do. I teased her
relentlessly about reading porn. Having never
read a single romance in my life, I thought it
only fitting that I joked with her about something
I knew nothing about. I could never understand
why women read such garbage.
One day, my co-worker said she had
something for me. She placed a book down on
my desk and asked, “Have you ever read one?”
“Well, no.”
“Good. Because I don’t want to hear another
word until you do.”
The book she gave me was a Scottish
historical romance. Needless to say, I was
hooked by chapter two. I was under a huge
misconception and thought these books were
nothing but a bunch of bodice-rippers and
X-rated sex scenes.
Gheez!
No one ever said there were actually amazing
plot lines with phenomenal characters involved.
I devoured every Scottish historical romance I
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could find. I fell in love with the genre, and I
fell in love with Scotland. Oh, and that friend?
She’s my phenomenal CP (critique partner.)
A few years ago, I read an article about a
flamboyant figure skater. For the life of me, I
can’t remember
his name. He
had this uncanny
fixation
with
Russia.
He’d
go to his local
library and check
out the same two
books (the only
two) on that
country and read
them over and
over. He taught
himself Russian.
He wore clothes
supporting
Russia. He found
a coach that
was Russian. I
thought at the
time how odd.
So as I sit
here in my office
surrounded by
my books about
Scotland, Gaelic
from the classes
and lectures I’ve
taken to learn
this language,
while donning
my Scotland
t-shirt, I finally
understand what
has been missing.
The muse called
and I answered.
My advice?
Whether you
paint, or write,

dance, play an instrument or sing – follow your
heart. Don’t be so quick to judge yourself and
others. You might be surprised when you finally
discover your passion, but whatever you do,
don’t let go when you find it.
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Bore da Cymru
“Good Morning, Wales!”

by Jemmy Farmer
England

From my early poems to the present day Wales, the Welsh, and the Welsh pantheon of gods and
goddesses have been a major inspiration to me and my work. Rather than write about what having
such a wonderful muse means to me, which I can’t and I have tried, I am going to let some of my
poetry do the talking.

Amores Cerridwen

Divine Horse

She is the goddess of the ripened grain,
Hers is the old wisdom that guides me home,
And I feel her grace wherever I roam.
Each time I call upon her name again,
I feel her touch warm me in icy rain,
She is my lady of the darkest moon
Who guides my voice to sing a poet’s tune
She is my inner strength when I am fain.
O Dark Mother, she has helped me to see,
The living wonder of life on this Earth
She has filled my heart with a joyful mirth
In her sanctuary, I’m forever free
And protected within her cauldron flame,
All this love is mine as I call her name.

Where wild horses thunder she can be found
Bestowing to our kings the royal ground,
Their oath as solemn as any marriage vow
In ancient rites by which they are still bound.
If flowing equine manes seen in a glance
She is there by more than mere circumstance
Epona, goddess of fertility
Can we feel her blessings or be mumchance?
Yet also seen as a nymph of warming springs
The gentle caress where e’er nature sings
Like the wild horses there’s no holding her
But we can still see what her message brings
I pray I find the need deep within me,
Her desire to be running wild and free.

Black Bird

The Lord of prophecy and artistic word
Returning silent life to the war dead
Before he too, came to lose his own head
The cauldron-god with wings of a black bird.
For seven years foreseeing Harlech’s fate
And then four score and seven more in Gwales
In music, art and song he shared his many tales
That traversed time and space to where we
wait.
Bran the Blessed keeps the enemy at bay
They dare not venture cross the channel sea
So we may live a life forever free
Through distant times we remember today
The Lord of prophecy and artistic word,
The cauldron-god with wings of a black bird.

Enchanted Voice

His wisdom found behind illusion’s dreams,
With magic and music combined in song,
He leads Man from the grasp of greedy streams
The druid god among the divine throng.
Whilst in the trees we hear his battle screams
He drew his blade so the lapwing could fly
Through azure skies above the wondrous Earth
So Man could hear the joy as the deer sigh.
Now as I wander through the forest lands
I seek the unknown things that he gave worth
I look again when roaming the dune sands
The breath of life that is a son of Don
I seek with my lips, my eyes and my hands
To see the beauty that Gwyddion won.
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Lady of Flowers

As our souls rich out to fly with the birds,
And as he serenades his maiden fair
We, too, can feel Lleu’s presence waiting there.

She’s crafted from flowers of May,
A bride for Lleu; a wedding day.
Meadowsweet and broom, blooms of oak,
The powers of love they evoke.
Gwyddion and Math saw the need,
In this, their will they would succeed.
In mysteries of the new moon
Could love have come too quick, too soon?
For the hunter, he stole her heart
And of this love she couldn’t part.
A love that led the way to death,
As death turned to an eagle’s breath.
Banished from day evermore
She flies at night where the owls soar.

Top of the Chair

My mountain place beneath the storm,
A home to spirits from long ago,
The place where floating clouds are born
And look below.
The voice of Man cannot compare
To solemn songs of mountain breeze
Where I sit in deepest prayer
While spirits tease.
In silence, they overcome me,
In hazy gasps of living breath.
Released, my soul is ever free
And fears no death.
The view of nature’s love surrounds
And modern days just fade away.
Upon her peaks and hallowed grounds
I see gods play.
© Jem Farmer 2013

Lady of Spring

The goddess of life, Lady of Spring,
With scented blossom kissing her hair,
Her feet gently dance over the Earth
With her touch life awakens anew
As in her charms the birds start to sing
Her fingers stroke sprouting plants with hope
As she smiles over the hills and vales
Her eyes are filled with the azure blue
Lady whose love is seen in flowers,
Her warm kiss fulfills the Springtime tales
To mark the end of Winter’s dark fears
As the land takes on the vernal hue.
Her love upon ev’ry living thing,
With the equinox, comes into view.

The White Stag

Jemmy Farmer

Beside the dreamy streams he stands alone,
The fires of lightning sparking in his eye,
As the white stag comes to the sacred stone
The Sun-god smiles wherever ravens fly,
Like a mountain reaching for misty sky
Proudly stands the chief of the Mabogni
His battles fought, in peace dwells Lord of
grain
Through summer sun and the blustery rain
Protecting all those lost on battle plain.
Through the gentle love of his silver words
We’re touched and blessed by his power again

Jemmy is freelance writer and poet. She started writing
after raising her two boys as a way of discovering just
who Jemmy is. She is a neo-formalist poet preferring
to write in meter and form rather than free verse, but
as she journeys on in her hobbit hole she is beginning
to learn to relax and let the feel and sound of words
take over, rather than be dictated to by rigid rules and
structure. However she will still argue that a sonnet
without consistent iambic meter ain’t a sonnet and Lewis
Turco’s Book of Form is never far from her side.
Jemmy was a moderator and contributor to the poetic
forum Tir na nog, and is co-founder of Sapphic Poets, a
forum for poets, writers and artists who yearn to share
the beauty of femininity. She is also the author of two
chapbooks and an anthology of poems. She is currently
working on her second collection and on a collaborative
collection with her fellow poet and partner, Roxi St
Clair. See more of Jemmy’s work at:
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/PoetJemmy-Farmer/238992992813885
http://poemaday2013.wordpress.com/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/Jemmy

Scottish art alive and well
. . . in Quebec !
by Alison MacRae, Quebec, Canada
paintings by Rachell Franks

My name Alison MacRae. Born in Glasgow,
Scotland, I moved to Canada with my parents
when I was a teenager, back in 1963. On my
mother’s side, my grandfather was from the
Isle Of Lewis, and my grandmother was from
Portmahomack. You cannot get more Highland
than that!
I am extremely proud to be born in Scotland,
and have continued to pass along a lot of the
customs and traditions to my daughter and my
grandchildren.

The photos I have submitted are of paintings
my daughter Rachell Franks (first generation
Canadian) painted for me while visiting me at
the Gaspe Penninsula, Quebec. My husband and
I moved here six years ago, and – no joking– it
reminds me of Scotland . . . the scenery, and
with the Bay of Chaleur as our backyard.

The Gaelic welcome and the thistles and
butterfly are now proudly displayed in the house.
The fairy painting is also special to me as I write
stories about fairies, being a firm believer that
they are at the bottom of my garden.
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by James McQuiston

When I first began the Celtic Guide, back in
January of 2012, I said that I would not take sides
on controversial issues, but would be generous in
presenting all sides of an issue.
One side that I will always take is the right of
an individual to have the freedom to believe as
they wish and to live as they wish, as long as it
does not infringe on another human’s rights.
Above is a photo from long ago of a freedom
fighter named Bernadette Devlin. This image is
so appropriate as hers was a lonely walk at times,
despite the fact that she embraced both sides
(Catholic and Protestant) in searching for an
answer to the ‘troubles’ of Northern Ireland.
Anyone who has heard Bobby Sands song
There Were Roses cannot help but be saddened by
the killings, the destitution, the imprisonments,
the injustices, and the fate of the innocent.
It is true that the troubles in Northern Ireland
go back much further than the 1960s; hundreds
of years, in fact. This land, shared by people
of the same blood, but differing religious or
political views, has seen torture, murder, theft,
and destruction usually found only in third world
countries. And yet Ireland is not a third world
country. It is not only part of the western world,
but has provided so much wonderful culture and
invention, music, art and humor to us all.
Still, our ‘troubled northern land’ has seen
struggle beyond anything any of us can imagine.

I only have a very small link to the troubles.
Performing Celtic music, I have at times found
myself in venues where the hatred and sadness
are still very strong. I have a musician friend who
spent 17 years in an English prison for being a
member of the IRA, though he was never found
guilty of a crime. I have a distant cousin, Billy
“Twister” McQuiston, who also spent time in
an English prison as a member of the UDL. He
now works for peace. Another of our family,
Alan McQuiston, was gunned down while trying
to break up a group of youths before trouble
started. His sons, though having both means and
motive, walked away in order not to perpetuate
the violence.
I happened to land in Ireland the day of the
robbery of the Bank of Ulster, the largest bank
robbery in history, I’ve been told. I drove into
Belfast the night of a related murder. Nowhere
in the north could you escape TV, radio, or
newsprint stories of these events.
In one small town I walked past a plaque
placed in the sidewalk commemorating one of
the earliest victims of the 1960s troubles. As I
walked by again, just a half hour later, with the
sun just beginning to set, I noticed that someone
had relieved themselves on the plaque.
Beyond just the grossness of the situation,
it was so hard to know that the memory of one
freedom fighter was so disgraced by another
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freedom fighter who very likely shared some of
the same DNA, the same Celtic/Viking bloodline.
They were perhaps even distant cousins in such
a small area of the world. And yet prejudice and
blindness prevailed. As Sands put it – “An eye
for an eye, until everyone is blind.”
I love Ireland, and Scotland. Otherwise I
wouldn’t spend so much volunteer time putting
out this Celtic Guide e-magazine. I see the
Catholic Irish and the Presbyterian Scotch-Irish
as one race, sharing one exceptional place in
humankind’s history. I so wish that this legacy
of freedom loving, inventive, artistic, musical,
hard-working culture could be equally celebrated
by those on all sides, rather than to allow outside
forces, radicals and years of resentment to force
this blood-laden land to experience even more
horror, even more tragedy, even more murders.
I believe Bernadette Devlin shares a similar
feeling, though she has spent her life in a much
braver manner than my own; in pleading, speaking
out, suffering, and in her own imprisonment.
For this, I believe she deserves this article.
I am an adviser for a local film festival. One
of the many films I vetted just a few weeks ago
is one produced by Leila Doolan, a long-time
participant in Irish TV and movie production.
It centers around the story of Bernadette and
includes many hard-to-find, vintage newsreels
and photos from that time period.

I suggest that anyone who wonders just how
horrific those troubles of the 1960s, 1970s and
beyond were, find a copy of this documentary.
Josephine Bernadette Devlin McAliskey (born
23 April 1947), usually known as Bernadette
Devlin or Bernadette McAliskey, is an Irish
socialist and republican political activist. She
served as a Member of the UK Parliament from
1969 to 1974 for the Mid Ulster constituency,
in which role she famously slapped the Home
Secretary Reginald Maudling as a reaction to his
comments about ‘Bloody Sunday’. She lost her
seat to John Dunlop of the Vanguard Progressive
Unionist Party, after coming third in a four-sided
contest in the general election of February 1974.
Devlin was born in Cookstown, County Tyrone
and raised as a Roman Catholic. She attended
St Patrick’s Girls Academy in Dungannon. She
was studying Psychology at Queen’s University
Belfast in 1968 when she took a prominent role
in a student-led civil rights organization, People’s
Democracy. Devlin was subsequently excluded
from the university. She stood unsuccessfully
against James Chichester-Clark in the Northern
Ireland general election of 1969. When George
Forrest, the MP for Mid Ulster, died, she fought
the subsequent by-election on the “Unity” ticket,
defeating a female Unionist candidate, Forrest’s
widow Anna, and was elected to the Westminster
Parliament. At age 21, she was the youngest MP
at the time, and remains the youngest woman
elected.

Leila Doolan has
known Bernadette
Devlin, on and off,
for most of her
political career.
In 2011, Doolan
released a film
documentary on
Devlin to rave
reviews and film
festival awards.
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Bernadette
Devlin in more
recent years,
still proud of her
involvement and
actions during her
attempt to bring
sanity to Ulster.

Devlin stood on the slogan “I will take my
seat and fight for your rights” – signalling her
rejection of the traditional Irish republican
tactic of abstentionism (being absent from
Westminster). She made her maiden speech on
her 22nd birthday, within an hour of taking her
seat.
After engaging, on the side of the residents, in
the Battle of the Bogside, she was convicted of
incitement to riot in December 1969, for which
she served a short jail term. Being re-elected in
the 1970 general election, Devlin declared that
she would sit in Parliament as an independent
socialist.
Having witnessed the events of Bloody
Sunday, Devlin was infuriated that she was
later consistently denied the floor in Parliament,
despite the fact that parliamentary convention
decreed that any MP witnessing an incident under
discussion would be granted an opportunity to
speak about it therein.
Devlin slapped Reginald Maudling, the Home
Secretary in the Conservative government, across
the face when he stated in the House of Commons
that the Paras had fired in self-defence on Bloody
Sunday. She was suspended from Parliament for
six months as a result of the incident.
Devlin helped to form
the Irish Republican
Socialist Party along
with Seamus Costello
in 1974. This was a
revolutionary socialist
breakaway from Official
Sinn Féin and paralleled
the
Irish
National
Liberation Army’s split
from the Official Irish
Republican Army.
She
served
on
the party’s national
executive in 1975, but
resigned when a proposal
that the INLA become
subordinate to the party
executive was defeated.

In 1977, she joined the Independent Socialist
Party, but it disbanded the following year.
She stood as an independent candidate in
support of the prisoners on the blanket protest
and dirty protest at Long Kesh prison in the 1979
elections to the European Parliament in Northern
Ireland, and won 5.9% of the vote. She was a
leading spokesperson for the Smash H-Block
Campaign, which supported the 1981 Irish
Hunger Strike in 1980 and 1981.
On 16 January 1981, she and her husband were
shot by members of the Ulster Freedom Fighters,
who broke into their home in Coalisland, County
Tyrone. The gunmen shot Devlin a total of seven
times in front of her children. British soldiers
were said to be watching the home at the time,
but failed to prevent the assassination attempt.
An army patrol of the 3rd Battalion, The
Parachute Regiment, heard the shots and rushed
to the house. The paramilitaries had torn out the
telephone and while the wounded couple were
being given first aid by the troops, a soldier
ran to a neighbour’s house, commandeered a
car, and drove to the home of a councillor to
telephone for help. The couple were taken by
helicopter to hospital in nearby Dungannon for
emergency treatment and then to the Musgrave
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Park Hospital, Military Wing, in Belfast, under
intensive care. Three attackers, including Ray
Smallwoods, captured by the army patrol, were
subsequently jailed.
In 1982, she twice failed in an attempt to be
elected to the Dublin North–Central constituency
of Dáil Éireann.
In 2003, she was barred from entering the
United States and deported on the grounds that
the State Department had declared that she “poses
a serious threat to the security of the United
States”— apparently referring to her conviction for
incitement to
riot in 1969
— although
she protested
that she had
no terrorist
involvement
and
had
frequently
b e e n
permitted to
travel to the
United States
in the past.
In 1971,
while
still
unmarried,

she gave birth to a daughter Róisín. This cost
her much support in Roman Catholic areas. She
married Michael McAliskey on 23 April 1973,
which was her 26th birthday.On 12 May 2007,
she was guest speaker at éirígí’s first Annual
James Connolly commemoration in Arbour Hill,
Dublin.
In addition to Doolan’s film on Devlin, 1969
director and producer John Goldschmidt made
the documentary film ‘Bernadette Devlin’ for
ATV, which was shown on ITV and on CBS’s 60
Minutes, and included footage of Devlin during
the Battle of the Bogside.
At the 2008 Cannes Film Festival a biopic of
Devlin was announced, but Devlin stated that
“the whole concept is abhorrent to me” and the
film was not made.
Doolan’s ‘Bernadette: Notes on a Political
Journey’ was released in 2011. The documentary
is a stunning view not only of one person’s
commitment to freedom and decency, but also
to the sufferings of both sides in that terrible
situation.
Doolan says, “I do believe that civil rights and
human rights is at the heart of what any person in
an adult society is entitled to take part in.
For more on the production of this film go to:
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http://www.bfi.org.uk/live/video/780

artwork and story
by

Larry Andrews

Pennsylvania, USA
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I am often asked from where the inspiration
for my paintings comes; it is a complex answer
because so many facets of Scotland inspire me.
First, I would say are the old legends of mighty
men and bold women whose actions still ring
out through all those lost ages. In reading these
historical legends, it is easy to forget that one
clan’s hero was another clan’s villain. One can
quickly get lost in the brazen deeds done and in
the battle fury of mighty warlords. These stories
have so often moved me to paint images of those
furious times when life was cheap and held dear
all at once. It is easy for me to relate to warriors
of old because they were not really soldiers per
say, they were men and women who put it all on
the line, not for a king but for their very families.
I believe they fought like this because usually
they were the only line of defense between foes

and family. How furious would any of us fight
for our love and children? It’s impossible not to
be inspired by such passion.
The other muse that moves me has to be
the terrain. The mere site of long descending
rough mountain rows, snow covered and high
in contrast tends to stir me deep down. I can’t
help but look at them and wonder about the
stories they could tell. I think of the people
before me who have also gazed at those ancient
monuments of time and pondered as I do. How
many men fought desperate battles at the foot
of those jagged walls of stone or rushed down
their slopes to pile into a shield wall of foes. I
envision warriors fallen in the fray with the last
hours of their life slipping away and their last
gaze spent staring up and into the mountains
of their ancestors. Did they lay there dying,
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remembering how they once ran through those
hills and passes chasing the stag or wild boar?
When I look at the lochs, those long deep dark
waters, I think about all the boats, ships, and
war galleys that carried our ancestors in trade
and in war. To sum it all up, it is the combined

history of the people, land, and conflicts of my
ancestors that move me to paint.
Names of my paintings featured on these
pages are ‘Highlander Come a Courting’ on the
first page, “Deadly Feud’ on the second page,
and ‘The Bruce Hunted’ on this page.
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MONA

by Jim McQuiston w/Loretto Leary

I received a rather interesting book in the
mail to review for this special ‘Muse’ issue of
Celtic Guide. The book, entitled, Mona, the Body
in the Bog, was written by Loretto Leary, who
hails from Connecticut but was actually born in
County Galway, Ireland.
I absolutely love hearing about finds of old
bodies, especially skulls, that have somehow
remained intact enough for modern forensic
study to take place. I most particularly love to
see facial reconstruction as it brings these ancient
Celts and other races to life, showing that they
usually didn’t really look much different than we
do, their lives were just so incredibly different.
The book struck me as being about halfway
between a mystery novel and a documentary,
though that is only my opinion.
Loretta says, “I was going for the reader
coming to understand that the perfect society for
women is a society that gives freedom of choice.
I used the past and present tales to show how
even though matriarchal societies sounded great
for women, they really weren’t. And that even
today, unless we have choice, we’re stuck in the
mud, so to speak.’
The mystery begins when a body is found
in a bog in Ireland during construction work. It
follows the lives of Elan, a female tribal chieftain
from 700 BC, and Maire, the modern-day forensic
scientist who studies her, naming her “Mona”.
A little bit of archeology, science, history,
superstition, and drama, all told with Loretto
Leary’s compassionate, intelligent voice, it is
easy to instantly loved the characters in this story
and to remain glued to the pages.
Was Mona murdered, or was it an accidental
death? Why did she die with three Roman coins
in her mouth? Will Maire be able to solve the
mystery? Read the book and find out.

Loretto tells us, “This is a Celtic love story
and murder mystery, which unfolds with the
help of modern day forensic science. But science
can’t tell us everything. The lives of two women,
one in ancient Celtic Ireland, the other in present
day Ireland, unfolds as a bog body is discovered
and the brutality of the death is revealed. Both
women face challenges from the societies they
inhabit.”
Thank you Loretto for this great book!
(Just a note: this book is appropriate for ages 13
and older. There is some sex, and some violence
that younger readers might want to avoid. )
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A Druid of the Feral Sort
I am a Druid of the Feral sort.
Not bound by ritual or robes
Invested only by the Earth and Sky and elements Five.
My rites of the Season’s wheel are my own.
I bid the plants in my care to grow and thrive.
I ward my abode with crystals of bright shining quartz.
I bow my knee to no particular God
But see Deity in all around.
The birds of the air, insects of the ground,
Creatures of field and mountain,
Dwellers of the liquid sphere all reflections of Deity.
Wheel in wheels;
Spirits in spirits, the tree is in me and I am in the tree.
I hear the cry of the Hawk
And my soul soars with it.

July 2, 2013

Fond Memories
Fond memories creep . . . .
As life recedes; death is.
		
A mosquito hums.
			

November 1969

Rowan Willow Mulberry
Massachusetts, USA
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Chapter One Excerpt
An historical novelist and freelance editor,
Cindy Vallar has been a contributor to The Celtic
Guide and also writes two columns: “Pirates and
Privateers”, on the history of maritime piracy,
and “The Red Pencil”, on how authors revise
their historical novels prior to publication.
She received the first Friend of Clan Cameron
Award from the Clan Cameron Association of
North America in 2005. She is a member of
the Historical Novel Society, Clan Cameron
Association of North America, Scottish Clans
of North Texas, National Maritime Historical
Society, Laffite Society, and the Louisiana
Historical Society. She also serves as Secretary
for the Historical Novel Society Conference
Board.
Her novel, The Scottish Thistle is a tale of
loyalty and honor. A Highland warrior prizes
both more than life, and when he swears his
oath on the dirk, he must obey or die. Duncan
Cameron heeds his chief’s order without
question, but discovers his wife-to-be is no
fair maiden. Although women are no longer
trained in the art of fighting, Rory MacGregor
follows in the footsteps of her Celtic ancestors.
Secrets from the past and superstitious folk
endanger Rory and Duncan as much as Bonnie
Prince Charlie and his uprising to win back the
British throne for his father. Rory and Duncan
must make difficult choices that pit honor and
duty against trust and love . . . . Cindy hopes
our readers will enjoy this excerpt from Chapter
One. Visit her website, Thistles & Pirates (http://
www.cindyvallar.com/), and you’ll find pictures
of Scotland, further tidbits about the story, and
an interview about the Rising of 1745.
The excerpt:

by Cindy Vallar
Texas, USA

the night blurred, and Thistle shuddered. The
premonition descended with the finality of a
coffin lid being nailed shut.
Thistle stood at the left hand of a darkhaired man. Swirls of mist curled around their
feet and shadowy forms rose up between them,
separating Thistle from the stranger. A flash of
steel pierced the darkness. The white mist turned
bright red, then faded to nothingness.
The smuggler’s eyes flew open! Thistle
strained to hear, but thunder and wind obliterated
other sounds. Lightning flashed; in the instant it
illuminated mountain and glen, Thistle glimpsed
a lone rider spurring his mount along the rough
Earlier, Thistle had blessed the torrential Highland track bordered by tall firs. He stiffened
rain. Now, the smuggler cursed it. A lightning and toppled from his horse. Two caterans
bolt slashed the ink-black sky. The shadows of crept from the trees. While one searched their
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thunderclap startled the
thief. He raised his head and
screamed. His companion
dropped the pilfered booty.
He fell to his knees and
crossed himself. “Please,
Thistle, spare us! We meant
no harm.”
The smuggler smelled
their fear and snickered
beneath the mask. “Are ye
saying the man sprawled
in the mud is after taking a
wee nap during such a fierce
storm?”
They cried out, each
trying to shout down the
other.
“We found him here!”
“He is dead!”
The rider moaned.
“Dead, ye say? Then he
comes back to haunt ye.”
Thistle stepped closer and
spoke words laced with
menace. “Truis! Be gone!
If ever I find ye in these
bens again, I willna be so
forgiving.”

unconscious victim, the other
rifled his satchel.
As the smuggler’s four
companions surrounded the
caterans, Thistle stepped onto
a wind-smoothed boulder.
With an arrow nocked taut
against the string of the black
longbow, Thistle aimed the
lethal missile at one cateran’s
heart and waited.
Above, the DunTelve broch, an Iron Age broch unrivalled on the
A flash of white light Scottish mainland for the degree to which it survives. Top photo: The
f o l l o w e d b y a j a r r i n g entrance to DunTelve. Thistle seeks refuge in this ancient broch.
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The caterans scrambled over each other in
their haste to escape. Thistle waited until the
darkness swallowed them before jumping from
the boulder to kneel beside the stranger. The
short wooden hilt of a sgian protruded from the
man’s upper back. Thistle extracted the knife,
then bandaged the wound with a piece of black
cloth ripped from the smuggler’s own shirt.
The stranger moaned. Easing him onto
his back, Thistle braced the stranger’s head
and shoulder against a thigh. The man’s eyes
fluttered open.
“Can ye ride?” Thistle
asked.
The rider nodded.
Thistle gave him over to the
other smugglers and went to
collect the stranger’s stallion.
When Thistle reached for
its reins, the horse flared its
nostrils and snorted. Its hooves
clattered on stones. Thistle
grabbed its halter, stroked its
neck, and whispered soothing
words in Gaelic. The stallion
whinnied, ceased its clawing
of the earth, and grew calm.
After the others helped the rider
remount, Thistle swung up
behind him. The two men who
took the van wove their way
through the rocks and into the
woods. Thistle followed while
the remaining pair brought up
the rear.
Fallen pine needles muffled
their footfalls. Firs towered over
them, providing some respite
from the rain. They climbed the
mountain in a zigzag fashion.
When they reached the northern
edge of the pine canopy, Thistle
nudged the stallion onto a
rough dirt track along a bluff
of jagged cliffs. Immense sea

waves crashed against the rocks below, forcing
white spume high into the air. The crescendo
rivaled the beating of a thousand war drums,
while the roiling tempest matched the frenzied
turmoil that churned within Thistle.
The Watch, who safeguarded against
further rebellion, kept a lookout for outlaws
and smugglers, especially those with bounties
on their heads. If the Watch discovered them,
they would all hang. By rescuing the stranger,
Thistle compounded the danger faced on these
occasional midnight sojourns. Yet, having

The interior of DunTelve broch.
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suffered injustice at the hands of others, the
smuggler refused to ignore a stranger who
needed help.
Aware that it was foolhardy to remain in the
vicinity any longer, Thistle prodded the stallion
toward the ruins of a stone tower. When they
reached the broch, two men lifted the stranger
from the horse and carried him inside.
Thistle turned to the remaining smugglers.
“Take the horse to Andrew. He will see to its
keeping. Keep a sharp lookout.”
They nodded and hurried on their way. Thistle
stooped to enter the narrow passageway of the
broch whose ancient builders had constructed
the high circular walls of stone without benefit
of mortar. Continuing past a tiny guard chamber
on the left until reaching a spacious center
courtyard, Thistle straightened and looked
heavenward. Instead of a sloping thatched roof,
the tower opened to a purplish pink sky. The
deluge of the past two days had ended; the sun
would again shine on the Highlands.
The windowless broch consisted of two
tapering concave walls with a staircase between
them. Hundreds of years ago the steps had led to
wooden galleries, but the timbers had long since
rotted away, leaving stairs that led nowhere.
The entryway into the staircase was several feet
off the ground. After clambering inside, Thistle
felt along the outer wall. There was a soft click,
then rumbling echoed through the ruin as a stone
slab opened.
The small group descended the hidden steps
that smugglers had added centuries after the
broch’s original inhabitants had disappeared.
Thistle extracted a burning torch from its holder
on the wall, and the secret entrance closed.
They wound their way through a tunnel to an
underground chamber where the men propped
the stranger against a damp wall.
Thistle doffed a tricorn hat and squatted to
examine the man’s face in the flickering light.
Thistle gasped. The face in my vision!
The crooked nose indicated it had been
broken more than once. A small scar creased the

man’s chin. Dark brown curls fell across a brow
bloodied by a ragged gash several inches in
length. When Thistle dabbed at the dried blood,
the stranger’s hand encircled Thistle’s wrist and
held tight.
“Who?” the stranger whispered.
“Who am I?” Thistle asked, transfixed by
the man’s purple eyes. The same hue as in my
vision.
The stranger nodded.
“Thistle.”
Surprise, then pain, flashed across the man’s
face. His hand fell to his side.
“Ye must wait a wee longer before I tend to
your wounds. Until then, perhaps ye might be
after answering a few questions.”
The man gave a slight nod.
“’Tis unusual to find a stranger riding alone
in these parts. Caterans prey on unsuspecting
travelers, especially those daft enough to travel
at night. If not daft, perhaps ye are a spy sent to
ferret me out for the excise men.”
“I search for a man.”
“What man?”
“He calls himself Angus.”
“Of what clan? ‘Tis a common enough name
amongst Highlanders.”
“The nameless clan.”
“The outlawed Clan Gregor.”
It was a statement, not a question. Thistle
despised the necessity of hiding behind a mask,
but the law left little choice. The king had handed
down a royal edict against the MacGregors
during the previous century, and while other
clans had been forgiven for past wrongdoings,
Thistle’s had not.
“Mayhap I can help, stranger. What business
have ye with Angus?”
“I bring a message from Sir Donald Cameron
of Lochiel. Angus will understand.”
“And have ye a name?”
“Duncan of Clan Cameron.”
“How do I ken ye are not a spy come to harm
the MacGregors? Can ye prove what ye say?”
The man grimaced. Thistle waited until
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the pain passed from his
face before repeating the
question. “Can ye prove
what ye say?”
“Rannoch Moor.”
Festering
memories
assaulted Thistle. Baying
hounds. Bloodied swords.
Tormented wails. The stench
of death. Thistle’s throat
constricted. Gasping for air,
Thistle yanked off the dank,
woolen mask.
Duncan’s eyes widened,
and he drew a sharp breath.
His lips moved, but no words
came. His eyes closed and
his head sank onto his chest.
Thistle’s
companions
drew near.
“Dead?” Thistle asked.
“No, I think he fainted,”
one answered, in a voice
laced with amusement.
At right: DunTelve,
between the walls.

Celtic Guide milestones!
• All past and current issues of Celtic Guide are now available on Amazon.com at cost. This is a service
provided to our readers, just as the PDF versions are offered free of charge. Instruction on how to order
are available on our website. Remember, the Celtic Guide e-magazine is produce entirely by volunteers.
• In addition to making all issues available in print, we far surpassed 17,000 hits on our website, which
beats all of last year. We should come close to 25,000 by year’s end.
• We’ve also garnered well over 9,000 likes on our Facebook page and have a strong community there,
often with a weekly reach of over 30,000 to 35,000 people.

We are so thankful to all our contributors and readers for making this such a resounding success.

http://www.celticguide.com
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THE HARPER
by Martin Pallot

Harken to the harper’s voice
That drifts across the hall,
So sweet and soft, like Apple smoke,
To hold us in its thrall.

London, England
(of Scottish and Irish ancestry)

Tales of romance sad and sweet,
The Harper’s song is calling,
Memories of lovers lost,
And maids’ tears softly falling.
He bids ancestral war bands,
So steeped in blood and fame,
To raging run the gauntlet
Of the shield wall once again.
He tells of hoarded treasures,
Of Wyrd, and Dragon’s might.
A Selkies’ shapely shifting,
And the Spectre shrouded night.
Entwining Elfin wisdom
With an Ash-hearts song of strife,
And a Queen of Faeries’ toying
With an ancient poets life.
The Harper has a knowledge
Of an alphabet of trees.
A Rowan’s whispered secrets,
And a Willow’s Moon writ leaves.
He weaves this magic gently
Around the smoke wreathed hall.
So softly, singing dream tales,
To hold us in his thrall.
© martin pallot, 2013.
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Albert A Thomson KHT, OLJ, BA, FSA Scot, MICPEM
Aberdeen, Scotland

A Call to Arms
In his book on Scots Heraldry, Sir Thomas
Innes of Learney writes that heraldry in Scotland
has long been famous on account of its antiquity
and its artistic simplicity.
In addition, the typical Celtic social system
influenced the popularity of heraldry, and owing
to clan organisation in Scotland, the country has
enjoyed an absence of class consciousness.
There was and still is, a popularity pertaining
to ensigns armorial and while in many countries
there are class distinctions this does not apply
in Scotland.
With this in mind, on 3rd February 2012 I
made Petition to the Lord Lyon King of Arms in
Edinburgh indicating I was “desirous of bearing
and using Ensigns Armorial as may be found
suitable, according to the Laws of Arms” and
matriculated in my name.
The Petition also requested that, if found
suitable, to prepare Letters Patent granting
me as the Petitioner and my descendants such
Ensigns Armorial as approved.
The Petition also included proof of my
ancestry on my paternal side dating back to
1728 but simplified on the suggestion of the
Secretary to the Lyon Office to my grandfather,
who was born in 1882.
This simplification made it easier to produce
copies or certified copies of birth and marriage
certificates to that date. It was also less expensive
saving time and effort obtaining certified copies
of documents that I have, but only in pdf form.
The Petition was accepted and the Lord
Lyon responded in December that year to inform
me that it was being considered, indicating
that while a member of Clan MacThomas my
surname ‘Thomson’ should be reflected in my
armorial bearings.
The stem of the Arms of Thomson is Argent
(that is on a silver background) a stag’s head

cabossed (that is facing) and this had to be
incorporated in my arms. I was asked to consider
my design for submission.
At this stage I was finally able to commit
my thoughts to paper and submitted application
that my arms include reference to me being a
Burgess of Guild and a Burgess of Trade of the
City of Aberdeen. With leopards being part of
the Arms of the City of Aberdeen I wished these
to also be incorporated.
In addition, I was former Police Officer in
Aberdeen and wished to record that I was the
founder member of the Grampian Police Charity
and did so by using a chequered flag carried by
a demi (half) lion.
The formal submission requested that my
Blazon (formal description of a coat of arms)
be as follows:
“Per chevron Azure and Argent, in chief two
leopards’ faces proper cabossed Or, and in base
a stag’s head cabossed bearing antlers with 12
points Gules.”
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banner will be developed as my own armiger’s
cap badge incorporating the motto within the
standard belt buckle. This I hope to have by the
end of the year.
My Petition was finally approved and I now
wait the formal Letters Patent to be produced by
a Heraldic Artist.
Having received approval I then approached
Anthony Maxwell, a well-known heraldic artist
based in Edinburgh and waited patiently to see
how he interpreted by blazon. I was delighted
with the end product and the artwork shown is
some of that produced for me by Anthony.
This has proved to be an extremely interesting
journey and I now have taken delivery of my
own personal banner which is based on the
shield. The full version of the arms is displayed
below.

Set for crest: a demi-lion rampant
Azure clutching paleways in his paws
a pole bearing a pennon chequy Argent
and Sable, having three tails.
And this motto: MICHT AN MAIN
(meaning “With all my strength”).
The blue on the shield is to recognise
my good friend Gordon Casely,
Journalist and Heraldic specialist who
started me on this journey. The stag’s
head being red also signifies Aberdeen.
The demi lion and chequered
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The Art of Whiskey
by Jim McQuiston

The Irish and Scots have been famous for their whisky/
whiskey for many centuries. However, the largest selling
whiskey in all the world is made in the very small town
of Lynchburg, Tennessee. We’re talking “Jack Daniels”
of course. To the right, the author posed, just last month,
with a life size statue of the famous Jack Daniel, a man of
Welsh, Scots and Scotch-Irish heritage. Directly behind us
is the underground river that has provided water for every
bottle of this hooch ever made. The tunnel was spelunked
awhile back to a depth of 1.5 miles. No source for the water
can be found, but it still runs clear after all these years.
Charcoal provides the filtering medium and each barrel of
this brew is bottled independently of any other, thus the
“Single Barrel” on the label. Jack inherited his business at
the age of 13 but never lived to really see it take off as he
came to work one day early and, while frustrated that he
had forgotten the combination, gave his strong safe a kick.
This eventually resulted in his death, leaving behind the
motto – “Never Go To Work Early!”
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So, what’s next?

Knock, knock. • Who’s there? • Boo. • Boo who? • Well, ya don’t have to cry about it! :)

We’re coming up to perhaps our most popular issue of the year, that of October, and of course
Samhain, a Gaelic festival marking the end of the harvest season and the beginning of winter or the
“darker half” of the year, which coincides nicely with the more widely celebrated Halloween.
We’ll have stories of witches and ghosts, of course, and of other mysteries of the Celtic world.
You just never know what you’ll get with this team of writers we have from all over the Celtic
lands of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, England, the U.S., Canada and even Celtic regions of Poland,
Portugal and Spain. They never fail to surprise me and our wide audience, here on Celtic Guide
pages and on our Facebook page.
As this enjoyable issue unfolds, we’ll be also be collecting randomly themed articles for our
‘Loose Ends’ issue of November. Not every story we receive can fit into a specific theme and so
we thought we allow for one theme-less issue, so to speak, where anything goes.
For December, our theme is going to be ‘The End” and will feature articles on the ending of
dynasties, countries, movements, even lives. With every end, of course, there is a new beginning
and so these tales will cross over that cusp of what was and what comes next.
We’re so pleased that we’ve already surpassed last year’s 17,000 website hits, along with well
over 9,000 ‘likes’ on Facebook. All we can tell by this, and the many emails and notes we receive,
is that we must be doing something right. We intend to keep on doing this, perhaps perfecting it
even further as we learn and grow. So, as I always say, stay tuned!
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